USE CASE

Security: Real-time Communication Analysis

Value: Efficiently monitor communication activities in-time to avert future crimes and solve cases.

PROBLEM
Law enforcement agencies are tasked not only with finding criminals, but spotting potential crimes before they happen. Identifying connections between people of interest can aid police in solving cases, monitoring suspect activity and protecting citizens. One way to discover these relationships is by using telephone records, credit card information and location data. However, in a society with a growing number of phone, mobile and social communication channels, and the vast number of people using them, that job is harder than ever.

SOLUTION
Objectivity’s InfiniteGraph makes it possible to detect valuable connections in massive amounts of data, even when there are large degrees of separation. The technology provides law enforcement agencies with an efficient way to search telephone Call Detail Records (CDRs), building a graph of calls to and from people of interest and expanding their list of suspects. Unlike traditional relational databases or “Big Data” log stores, InfiniteGraph enables fast navigational queries to identify relationships between people. The application can be easily extended to cover other methods of real-time communication such as SMS text messages, e-mails and social media.

INNOVATION:
Real-time capabilities across distributed environments to link suspected individuals to known criminal associates and prevent criminal activity.

CHALLENGE:
Create real-time actionable intelligence from data across distributed databases to offer in-time, value-added services to customers.

SOLUTION:
InfiniteGraph enabled law enforcement agencies with a single federated view of distributed, streaming, data to allow real-time parallel query and search functions to discover relationship patterns identifying criminal associates and activities.
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